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§ New evidence in 2011 suggests the presence of liquid 
water on Mars through a phenomenon called recurring 
slope lineae (RSL) (McEwen et al., 2011)
§ RSL are hypothesized to form via deliquescence and are 
predominantly found in the Martian equatorial region 
and southern mid-latitudes
§ Most common salt detected in RSL sites is magnesium 
perchlorate Mg(ClO4)2, a salt that significantly lowers the 
freezing point of brines, allowing an aqueous state as 
low as -68 ℃, perhaps supporting life (Toner, Catling, & 
Light, 2014)
§ Subsurface ice has also been revealed via digging by 
Phoenix Lander and post-crater impacts
§ Some models suggest that as much as 1 cm of ice could 
be present at the floor of the crater (Kossacki, 2011) 
presenting an opportunity for a transient water phase at 
an impact crater that has hydroscopic salts, creating 
another potential niche for life
§ The formation of transient liquid brines has also been 
observed by Curiosity rover at Gale crater (Martin-Torres 
et al., 2015)
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Figures 1-3) Left to Right: Martian RSL, Buried Ice on Mars from Phoenix Rover dig, Antarctic 
Wet tracks (NASA/Jet Propulsion Laboratory/University of Arizona, NASA/JPL-
Caltech/University of Arizona/Texas A&M University)
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Introduction
§ NASA’s MMS is the best approximation of Martian 
geochemistry (Peters et al. 2008)
§ Baked MMS-2 at 250 ℃ to ensure breakage of nucleic acid 
covalent bonds (Karni et al. 2013) without significantly 
altering the geochemistry (Barbieri et al. 2004)
§ Created various candidate RSL analogs with different 
water and salt concentrations, then inoculated with 
Antarctic extremophiles (60 day incubation)
§ Antarctic soil derived from the McMurdo Dry Valleys
§ Extracted RNA (both eukaryotic and prokaryotic)
§ Meta-transcriptomic analysis to assess taxonomy, gene 
expression
§ Successfully developed several workable RSL analogs
§ Successfully created and completed a protocol to 
extract RNA from low humics, low biomass soils
§ Extract RNA, create cDNA library, then use 
bioinformatics analysis to identify functioning genes 
and metabolically active taxa
§ Expressed genes may give insights into which taxa 
are surviving, thriving, or in a state of cryptobiosis
§ Test effects of diurnal temperatures (may be as much 
as 93℃)
§ Assess impact of UV-ABC, which may be attenuated 
by surface soil and soil “sunscreens” such as 
hematite
§ Test influences of atmospheric pressure and 
composition (Martian atmosphere is ~100 times 
thinner than Earth and is composed of 95.9 % CO2
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Figures 6-7) Left to Right: Grinding MMS-2 soil, Experimental set-up for inoculation 
of extremophiles into RSL analogs 
Figure 9) A representation 
of the 2020 NASA rover that 
will conduct Martian 
chemical composition 
analysis (NASA)
Figures 4-5) Left to Right: Collection of regolith samples in Beacon Valley, 
Antarctica from a similar location that was used for this experiment. MMS-2 
granulation.
§ When Mg(ClO4)2 is put into solution with H2O a 
highly exothermic reaction occurs, releasing HCl gas
§ Heat released due to solution formation may prove 
beneficial or harmful within the vicinity of a 
perchlorate-driven habitat
Figure 8) Single 
strand of 
extremophile RNA 
extracted from low 
humic and biomass 
Antarctic soils
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